
ISSUES AND CREDITS 

Quarterly Issue and Credit Programs for:  

April 1 – June 30, 2019  

WMVV- Griffin, WMVW-Peachtree City 

The station has identified the following issues as significant issues facing our community in this 

quarter. 

• Moral Issues 

• Family Issues 

• Financial Issues 

• Health Issues 

• Government issues 

• Community Issues 

• Educational Issues 

 

 

Moral Issues 

Program: In the Market 

Date: April 12, 2019 

Time: 5:00PM  

Duration: 55  

Discussion: Who Am I? 
It is difficult for Christians to know how to respond to homosexuality in today’s culture. 
Some believers argue the truth while others remain silent to avoid offending. How can we 
lovingly, yet truthfully, respond? The guest offered advice from a perspective the world 
says isn’t possible, as one who turned from homosexuality to find freedom in Christ. He 
answered questions like: - Does God call homosexual behavior sin? - Do homosexuals 
go to hell? - Does orientation equal identity? - How do I love without judgment or 
condemnation? - How do I minister to my child who has walked away from the Lord?  
 
 

 

 



Program: Focus on the Family 

Date: April 29, 2019 

Time: 6:30AM 

Duration: 28  

Discussion: How Abortion Impacts Men: Radio host and counselor Stephen Arterburn 
candidly shared how he pressured his college girlfriend into getting an abortion, and 
how the guilt and shame haunted him until he learned to fully accept God's abounding 
grace. 

 

Program: In the Market 

Date: April 29, 2019 

Time: 6:00PM 

Duration: 55  

Discussion: Dangerous Ideas 
The discussion was how the New Age movements, both ideas and practices, are working 
their way into the Church today.  Learn to recognize the deception, and the 
infiltration.  Listeners heard from a man who was considered a high guru in the New Age 
movement and how he left it all for Jesus.  
 

Program: Focus on the Family 

Date: May 3, 2019 

Time: 6:30AM 

Duration: 28  

Discussion: Embracing God’s Gift of Life: Laura Lynn Hughes shared her powerful 
testimony of choosing life, facing heartbreak, and advocating for the rights of the pre-
born in a discussion based on her book, Choose Zoe: A Story of UnPlanned Parenthood 
and the Case for Life. 
 

Program: In the Market 

Date: May 16, 2019 

Time: 6:00PM 

Duration: 55  

Discussion: Rewriting Gender? 
The world today claims that your identity is entirely defined by you. As parents raising 
children in this world, how do we teach children the gospel and explain how it impacts 



gender identity? In truth, transgenderism is a symptom of a far deeper problem that only 
Jesus can heal. Listeners learned how to guide gender issues with children with the 
perspective of the Gospel. 
 
 
Program: In the Market 

Date: May 17, 2019 

Time: 6:00PM 

Duration: 55  

Discussion: What Do I Say? 
Someone you love just told you, “I’m gay.” Now what?  You care for this person and you 
want what’s best for them.  You don’t want to come across as judgmental, so how do you 
respond?  Listeners heard the tender heart of one woman who has been on this journey 
and now ministries to those who want what Christ wants for them.  Listeners learned 
how to respond like Jesus. 
 
 
Program: Focus on the Family 

Date: May 29 and 30, 2019 

Time: 6:30AM 

Duration: 28 Minutes for Two Days 

Discussion: Finding Healing and Hope After Abortion: Author and speaker Patricia 
Layton described how God has helped her find emotional and psychological healing after 
an abortion she had when she was younger, offering encouragement and hope to women 
who are struggling with similar pain. Pat also discussed her ministry to post-abortive 
women and dismantles the cultural lie that "abortion hurts no one." 
 
 
Program: In the Market 

Date: June 5, 2019  

Time: 5:00PM 

Duration: 55  

Discussion: The Porn Myth 
Recent research has provided us with evidence that shows how physically addictive 
pornography is. Brain scans show how the brain of a porn addict is no different than the 
brain of a drug addict. Science has also shown us that many of the same 
neurotransmitter chemicals and hormones that are released when using drugs are also 
released when viewing porn.  Yet, some say the use of pornography is 
harmless.  Listeners we invited to tune in as they explored the porn myth. 
 
 



Family Issues 

Program: Open Line 

Date: Each Saturday 

Time: 10:00AM 

Duration: 110 Minutes 

Discussion: Every Saturday Dr. Michael Rydelnick answers listeners questions on Bible 
and Christian-Living topics, providing answers straight from Scripture and, when 
possible, bringing additional historical context from his wealth of knowledge and 
experience. 

 

Program: In the Market 

Date: April 8, 2019 

Time: 5:00PM 

Duration: 55  

Discussion: Fighting For Your Marriage 
A home ripped apart by one spouse leaving reverberates with a host of unanswered 
questions. Simple answers don't exist heartrending complexities do. In the midst of the 
turmoil, reconciliation may seem out of reach. But there is still hope for those who are 
willing to fight for their marriages. The guest explored practical answers for men and 
women in the midst of a marriage crisis, guiding them step by step toward hope and a 
positive outcome, even when fighting for the marriage alone. 
 
 
Program: In the Market 

Date: April 9, 2019 

Time: 6:00PM 

Duration: 55  

Discussion: I, Robot 
We're constantly invited to think about the future of technology as a progressive 
improvement of tools: our gadgets will continue to evolve, but we humans will stay 
basically the same. In the future, perhaps even alien species and intelligent robots will 
coexist alongside humans, who will grapple with challenges and emerge as the heroes. 
But the truth is that radical technological change has the power to radically shape 
humans as well. The guest, a Biblical ethicist, guided us into careful consideration of the 
future of Christian discipleship in a disruptive technological environment. We cannot 
think about technology use today without considering who we will become tomorrow. 
 
 
 



Program: In the Market 

Date: April 24, 2019 

Time: 6:00PM 

Duration: 55  

Discussion: Enough! 
Every marriage has sparks that fly but what happens when those sparks turn into a 
forest fire of rage?  When is it enough? Listeners joined with their questions about how 
to handle abuse in a marriage.  Can an abuser be stopped? Does God allow for a 
separation, in the hopes of healing the relationship?  
  
 
Program: In the Market 

Date: April 25, 2019 

Time: 5:00PM 

Duration: 55  

Discussion: To The Least Of These 
What is it like to be the parent of a ‘special needs’ child? How can the Church reach out 
and support those families with a member of the household who has a disability? 
Listeners heared from a man who lives with this every day and is called to wake a sleepy 
church to minister to those who are broken and live among us.  
 
 
Program: In the Market 

Date: April 29, 2019 

Time: 5:00PM 

Duration: 55  

Discussion: Staying In Love 
Healthy relationships produce joy, and joy keeps the relationship healthy. The two 
guests incorporated brain science and habit theory to teach you relational skills that will 
boost your joy and enjoyment of physical and emotional intimacy in your 
marriage. Listeners learned the habits of playing, listening, appreciating and nurturing 
your marriage to make it joy-filled! 
 
 
 

 

 

 



Program: In the Market 

Date: May 8, 2019 

Time: 6:00PM 

Duration: 55  

Discussion: The Last Chapter 
There’s a lot of advice about retirement out there. Some try to tell you retirement can and 
should be a perpetual vacation. Others might speak about retirement as a time for you 
second career. And there’s some truth in all of it, but there’s a lot wrong with it too. The 
guest explored ideas like Sabbath, calling, and purpose, and taught us how to: reframe 
conversations around the body and healthcare decisions, understand your family 
system, set boundaries, and leave an intentional legacy and love God, bear witness to 
the gospel, and serve your neighbors in retirement. Learn how to make the last chapter 
the best chapter! 
 

Program: In the Market 

Date: June 10, 2019 

Time: 6:00PM 

Duration: 55  

Discussion: Forgiveness 
Our Duck Dynasty guests were desperate for their love to survive—and with God’s help 
they realized the only answer to marital and family betrayal is all-consuming, life-altering, 
desperate forgiveness. They will shared this message with anyone who wanted to 
exchange broken relationships for healing. Listeners were invited to join and learn about 
the necessity and power of humility; the freedom found in letting go of bitterness; and 
the restoration and reclamation on the other side of desperation.  Listeners learned how 
to find the way to a changed life and revitalized marriage. 
 
 
Program: Focus on the Family 

Date: June 17, 2019 

Time: 6:30AM 

Duration: 28 Minutes 

Discussion: Teaching and Learning Godly Manhood:  Rick Burgess and Andy Blanks 
encouraged men to pursue godly manhood by modeling themselves after Jesus Christ in 
a discussion based on their 40-day devotional book, How to be a Man. Our guests 
addressed the cultural backlash against traditional masculinity and the need for 
churches to engage men more effectively. 

 

 



Financial Issues 

Program: Money Wise 

Date: Monday through Friday 

Time: 3:30PM 

Duration: 25 Minutes 

Discussion: Steve Moore and Rob West of Compas1 Ministries deal with a wide range of 
financial and money issues on a daily basis all from a Biblical perspective. Some topics 
include getting out of debt, inheritance, taxes, investing for retirement, giving and many 
other related issues. There is caller interaction on each program as listeners call in their 
questions. 

 

Program: In the Market 

Date: April 12, 2019 

Time: 6:00PM 

Duration: 55  

Discussion: The Matter of Money 
No matter what your financial situation looks like right now, you and your spouse can 
take steps to become debt free and strengthen your marriage in the process. The guest 
offered real-life advice that will renew your hope and determination. 
 
 
Program: Focus on the Family 

Date: April 15, 2019 

Time: 6:30AM 

Duration: 28  

Discussion: Thriving in the Midst of Financial Ruin: Blogger Erin Odom described how 

God faithfully provided for her family's needs during a season of financial hardship, 

offering encouragement and advice to listeners experiencing similar struggles in a 

discussion based on her book More Than Just Making It: Hope for the Heart of the 

Financially Frustrated. 

 

 

 

 



Health Issues 

Program: Focus on the Family 

Date: April 1, 2019 

Time: 6:30AM 

Duration: 28  

Discussion: Craving God, Not Food: Asheritah Ciuciu offered women insight on how they 
can achieve and maintain a healthy relationship with food in a discussion based on her 
book Full: Food, Jesus, and the Battle for Satisfaction. She covered topics like the lies 
women believe about food, choosing truth over those lies, and finding ultimate fulfillment 
in God. 

 

Program: In the Market 

Date: May 8, 2019 

Time: 6:00PM 

Duration: 55  

Discussion: The Last Chapter 
There’s a lot of advice about retirement out there. Some try to tell you retirement can and 
should be a perpetual vacation. Others might speak about retirement as a time for you 
second career. And there’s some truth in all of it, but there’s a lot wrong with it too. The 
guest explored ideas like Sabbath, calling, and purpose, and taught us how to: reframe 
conversations around the body and healthcare decisions, understand your family 
system, set boundaries, and leave an intentional legacy and love God, bear witness to 
the gospel, and serve your neighbors in retirement. Learn how to make the last chapter 
the best chapter! 
 

Program: In the Market 

Date: May 14, 2019  

Time: 6:00PM 

Duration: 55  

Discussion: Get Some Sleep! 
Millions of Americans are sleep deprived.  Why is that? God designed our bodies for rest 
but for millions that state of slumber is illusive.  How can we improve our sleep 
patterns?  Why did God design sleep? How can we settle our brains to get the rest it 
needs?  Listeners asked their questions and learnd how to rest the way God made us to. 
 
 
 
 



Program: In the Market 

Date: May 16, 2019 

Time: 5:00PM 

Duration: 55  

Discussion: Healing From The Pain 
Everyone has a story of brokenness; perhaps it is sexual abuse, rejection, betrayal, or 
addiction problems. No matter what it might be, Jehovah Rapha, the God Who Heals, can 
redeem your broken story. The Healer is inviting you on a journey toward healing as well. 
Listeners were invited, if they were hurting and desire real healing, to join the program to 
be encouraged and  experience the Healer Himself. 
 
 
Program: In the Market 

Date: June 17, 2019 

Time: 6:00PM 

Duration: 55  

Discussion: Recognizing Abuse 
Listeners learned how to recognize emotional abuse.  What does it look like? What 
happens if you are a victim? How do you make it stop? Too often people find themselves 
in an abusive relationship, whether it is a spouse, a friend or a relative, and there doesn’t 
seem to be a way out.  The program was designed to give listeners life skills for better 
relationships! 
 
 
Program: In the Market 

Date: June 25, 2019 

Time: 6:00PM 

Duration: 55  

Discussion: Filling Your Tank 
We all need more energy, the vitality that helps us stay motivated, focused and 
productive in life. We know we receive energy from good nutrition, along with working 
out, adequate sleep and maintaining positivity. But there is another major source for the 
energy we need: having the right kinds of relationships with others. Not the ones that 
drain us, but the ones that refuel us. The guest showed us how we need the fuel of 
"Relational Nutrients" from others, and, in turn we can then provide them to others. 
 
 

 

 



Government Issues 

Program: Georgia Town Crier 

Date: Friday, May 24 and Saturday, May 25  

Time: 12:05PM and  2:05PM Respectively 

Duration: 20 Minutes 

Discussion:   Doug Doran spoke with Col. Rick White about the Georgia Military 
Veteran’s Hall of Fame. They discussed how it came to be, how to nominate a veteran, 
and the criteria for nomination.  

 

Program: Focus on the Family 

Date: May 17, 2019 

Time: 6:30AM 

Duration: 28 Minutes 

Discussion: Defending Religious Freedoms: Secretary of State Mike Pompeo addressed 
the challenges of being a Christian in a secular society and emphasizes the need for – 
and importance of – religious freedoms in the United States and around the world. 

 

Program: In the Market 

Date: May 27, 2019 

Time: 5:00PM 

Duration: 55  

Discussion: A Warrior's Soul 
You and I may not be on an actual battlefield but we are still in a war. Our guest, a Former 
US Army Delta Force commander showed us how the techniques of our men and women 
in uniform can help us gain victory in the spiritual battles we face every day. We also 
heard how one organization of mothers who have lost their children to war are making a 
huge difference in the lives of our military veterans. 
 
 

 

 

 

 



Community Issues 

Program: Georgia Town Crier 

Date: Friday, June 7 and Saturday, June 8  

Time: 12:05PM and 2:05PM Respectively 

Duration: 20 Minutes 

Discussion:  Mike Shelley welcomes Steve Trawick to the Georgia Town Crier program. 
Steve is the Executive Director of the food pantry ministry, 5 Loaves and 2 Fish, which 
serves the Spalding County, Georgia area. They discussed how the ministry has grown 
since it started in the late 80s. They also discussed how one might be able to benefit 
from the ministry and how you can volunteer.   

 

Program: Focus on the Family 

Date: June 12, 2019 

Time: 6:30AM 

Duration: 28 Minutes 

Discussion: How to Forgive Evil: Polly Sheppard, a survivor of the June 17, 2015 church 
massacre in Charleston, South Carolina, and the Rev. Anthony Thompson, who lost his 
wife during the shooting, described the event and explained how they've been able to 
forgive the perpetrator. This program also highlighted the movie Emanuel, which tells the 
stories of the victims and survivors of the shooting. 

 

Educational Issues 

Program: In the Market 

Date: June 3, 2019 

Time: 5:00PM  

Duration: 55  

Discussion: The Most Precious Freedom 
This hour we tackled the topic of religious liberty and why it remains under threat.  We 
start with a Bible study in a nursing home and why some say it’s illegal.  We then move 
to hear from a teacher whose rights of conscience are being violated by a deviant sex 
education curriculum and an aggressive teacher’s union.   
 
 


